
In February, Promperu, in partnership with Canning House, successfully
organised the conference ‘Peru’s Economic Outlook and Investment
Opportunities’. The event targeted investors and had the privilege to
featured two Ministers of Peru and a panel of distinguished stakeholders
such as Anglo American, Moody's, Mace Group and J.P. Morgan,
moderated by El Dorado Asset Management. The special presentations
were delivered by Mr. Helguero, Minister of Foreign Trade, via video, and
Mr. Contreras, Minister of Economy and Finance, and moderated by the
Financial Times. Mr. Contreras took the opportunity to illustrate British
investors of the many opportunities in Peru, and the steps being taken by
the government to reactivate the economy and continue providing
assurances to foreign investors. Contreras discussed in depth the so-
called infrastructure gap, asserting that the government was committed to
closing this gap in order to encourage growth. Indeed, infrastructure
projects are already underway in Peru, and in many cases they may
represent excellent opportunities for British investors. Mace Group, for
example, are already involved in a G2G project to deliver infrastructure
alongside Arup, and Gleed. Additionally, the minister highlighted
fascinating new opportunities in diverse sectors such as forestry, tourism,
agribusiness, energy and even navy industries, which have seen a rapid
development in recent years. Wherever an investor may have expertise,
such as transport, sanitation, tech, education, energy or other, it is likely
that Peru has an appropriate and impactful investment opportunity.
Sources: Promperu.  
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Peru is in the upper half of the top classification in the
World Bank’s GovTech Maturity Index (GTMI) - a new
indicator which seeks to evaluate governments
globally for digital transformation. The index assesses
the development and use of technology in the public
sector across four key areas: (1) how the government
itself benefits from tech, (2) how tech promotes
universal accessibility to public services, (3) the
extent to which a countries’ citizens are engaged with
public sector tech, and (4) to what extent does
government policy foster the use of new tech. This
fascinating and innovative index is only two years old,
and yet, in that time Peru has enjoyed a remarkable
rate of progress, moving up the index 29 places to be
ranked as 14th out of 198 economies. Overall, Peru is
the 2nd best performer in Latin America. The
streamlining of government bureaucracy with
technology will enhance the ease of doing business in
Peru and make the country a more favourable
environment for investors. Moreover, the
development of public sector tech in Peru will
facilitate compatibility with British investors and
companies who are generally regarded as highly
technologically developed. 
Sources: World Bank, PrensaPeru.
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In 2022, Peru astonishingly exported USD 2.4 million of the
thermoplastic polymer (PET) to the UK. This product was
principally imported by one company: Bantam Materials
UK. Bantam works in the circularity of plastics, redesigning
recycling to be profitable for Peruvian communities. They
offer populations across the globe immediate payments in
exchange for the collection and processing of plastics,
which in turn sees the growth of infrastructure. Peruvian
companies are seizing the opportunity to work closely with
international recycling leaders, adding value to the supply
chain and to the environment. In fact, by participating in
this process Peruvians are contributing to preventing waste
from ending up in the ocean. Last year alone, Peruvian
companies exported over USD 8 million in processed PET
to partners mainly in the US, UK, Colombia and Ireland.
Source: Promperu, Bantam UK. 

Promperu recently facilitated the participation of two of Peru’s
most promising brands, Kuna and Fringe, at the Scoop
International Exhibition. The collections of these companies
enjoyed their UK debut, in the event hosted at the Saatchi
Gallery. On display were a range of Alpaca products including
scarfs, jackets, jumpers and blankets. The presence of these
Peruvian brands at Scoop is another example of the growing
prevalence of the country's private brands breaking into the
UK market, making an effort to target retailers, and multi-
brand boutiques. Additionally, a third company participated at
Pure London this month with astonishing collections of
handmade bags and accessories. The well-respected high
quality of Peruvian fibres, paired with its growing reputation
for design and sustainability are practical characteristics that
compliment the rich cultural textile heritage that accompanies
many of these Peruvian brands, making them uniquely
appealing to the British consumer. Source: Promperu. 

Positive GDP growth shown in 2022 | Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew 0.9 percent in December 2022. Thus,
last year's cumulative growth showed a 2.7% increase. The fastest growing sectors were the agribusiness (4.3%),
oil & gas (4%), and utilities (3.9%). (Source: BCRP - Central Bank of Peru)

Peru's public investment in January above  average | In the first month of 2023, Peru's public investment
reached S/900 million (£194 million), which was above the four year average and the highest amount in January
since 2018. Almost 80% of the investment was lead by the central government (Source: Andina)
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